GlobalCapture EIP
®

Xerox Equipment Integration

Utilize the full capabilities of your Xerox multifuctional printer (MFP) by
automating document processes directly from the touch panel
Key Features & Benefits
GlobalCapture EIP provides users with the tools to automate image capture and distribution
directly from the touchscreen of your EIP enabled Xerox device.

Touchscreen Access

Effective OCR

Increase Productivity

Advance the scanning capabilities
of your EIP-enabled Xerox MFP by
incorporating image enhancement,
batch separation and barcode
recognition capabilities - all through
direct touch panel access to
GlobalSearch and its powerful
capture workflow utilities.

Leverage
GlobalCapture
EIP’s
Optical Character Recognition to
either extract high value data from
your documents or to convert them
into text searchable PDFs. This not
only enhances document filing and
retrieval, it also allows you to share
the extracted data with your other
business applications.

Incorporate powerful workflows into
your capture process as scanned
records can be routed based on
your specific internal business
processes. Assign document related
activities to staff members in your
organization including multi level
review and approval processes.

GlobalCapture EIP streamlines the flow of information by triggering document
processes directly from your Xerox MFP. Are you ready to take the next step?

Schedule a demo today!
Simplifying Business. Simplifying Life.

www.square-9.com
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Xerox Equipment Integration

How it Works

Create

Access

Create highly efficient GlobalCapture
workflows that start at the touch panel of
your EIP enabled Xerox MFP.

Enjoy unlimited capture automation with
no limitation on the number of devices
connected.

Optimize

Enhance

Optimize batch-scanning jobs with
document separation through OCR,
Barcode, Blank Page or Page Count.

Enhance poor quality images with the
ability to De-skew, De-speckle and Auto
Crop captured documents as they are
being captured.

Index

Route & Release

Extract data from documents with
barcoded zones and leverage the
information to name or index records
automatically.

Route and release documents directly to
a GlobalSearch Inbox, Archive, to a
network directory, or multiple locations
simultaneously.

Extract

Convert

Use OCR based templates to extract
high value data from images to
automate your indexing processes or to
share with other business applications.

Automatically convert TIFF or PDF based
image files into searchable PDF files
when scanned from your Xerox EIP
enabled MFP.

Simplifying Business. Simplifying Life.
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